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Abstract: This paper presents a model of the Stokes vector 
emission from the ocean surface. The ocean surface is 
described as an ensemble of facets with Cox and Munk’s 
Gram-Charlier slope distribution. The study discusses the 
impact of different up-wind and cross-wind rms slopes, 
skewness, peakedness, foam cover models and atmospheric 
effects on the azimuthal variation of the Stokes vector, as 
well as the limitations of the model. Simulation results 
compare favorably, both in mean value and azimuthal 
dependence, with SSWI data at 53” incidence angle and with 
JPL’s WINDRAD measurements at incidence angles from 
30” to 65”, and at wind speeds from 2.5 to 11 d s . ”  

INTRODUCTION 

Wentz [l]  found small wind direction signatures in SSM/I 
vertical and horizontal brightness temperatures. Recent 
experimental evidence seems to indicate that the wind 
direction dependence of the third Stokes parameter (U) is 
more robust with respect to atmospheric effects, preserving 
its shape and zero crossings in azimuth. 

Several approaches for computing the azimuthal emission 
signature of a rough surface are found in the literature: the 
two-scalelsmall perturbation model (SPM) using Bragg 
scattering [2], the small-slope expansion, Monte Carlo 
simulations using geometric optics (GO) [3], and the method 
of moments. Strictly speaking, SPM is accurate at low 
frequencies (ko I 0.3, k wavenumber, CT rms height), while 
GO is accurate at high frequencies. Two-scale models have 
been successfully applied to model the polarimetric emission 
of the ocean surface, but they rely on the choice of a proper 
cut-off wavenumber kd to separate large-scale and small-scale 
waves. As pointed out by No11 [4], for frequencies above 20 
GHz “the selection of the cut-off wavenumber kd becomes 
critical.” To overcome this problem and the problems 
associated with numerical Monte Carlo simulations, the 
present model improves the analytical model [5] to include 
foam, skewness and peakedness effects, in addition to the 
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asymmetry between up-wind and cross-wind rms slope 
spectra. Atmospheric effects prove to be an important 
contribution, principally the polarization induced by the 
ocean surface when the downwelling radiation is scattered, 
especially at low wind speeds and at some observation 
angles. 

DESCRIPTION AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL 

The polarimetric emission behavior of the sea surface is given 
by [61: 

I 1  \ L / r  

The polarimetric bistatic scattering coefficients (yMrs) are 
derived following a procedure similar to S t o g y  [5] with 
Wilheit’s [7] frequency corrections for the rms slopes 
(0.3+0.02&,, f 135 GHz). However, the complete Gram- 
Charlier pdf [8] function is included to describe the ocean 
surface slopes. It is found that, at constant observation angle 8, 
when including only the up-wind I cross-wind asymmetry 
(q’za,’), T, (ear), Th(8,& and U(8,& exhibit only a second 
harmonic dependence on 4. When skewness effects (c’~, co3) 
are included, the first harmonic in #appears. The impact of the 
peakedness coefficients (qO, c2’ and cM) is found to be much 
less important. The emissivity is computed analytically by 
averaging the Fresnel relationships over the distribution of 
wave slopes, including polarization effects and the projection 
of each facet. Multiple scattering and surface shadowing 
effects are not included in the model. The validity of the GO 
method applied to the ocean surface was analyzed by Kunkee 
and Gasiewski [3], who compared different criteria found in the 
literature. According to their results, at 37 GHz GO can be 
applied for all wind speeds up to 24 m/s at 30” observation 
angle, and up to about 9 m/s at 60” observation angle. 

When only a,’ and a,’ are considered, ATv( 8,& and ATh( 8, & 
have an azimuthal dependence as cos(24, while U(e& is 
proportional to sin(2&. When pdf skewness is taken into 
account, a first harmonic dependence as cos(& is observed 
for ATv(@& and ATh(@&, and as sin(& for U(@&. Taking 
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into account peakedness coefficients introduces a minor 
change in the shape of the azimuthal dependence. This can 
be seen in Fig. 1, showing the azimuthal dependence of 
AT,(eg$ at 53" incidence angle and wind speed 7.9 m/s  
when only up-windcross-wind asymmetry is considered 
(dotted line), when skewness effects are included (dashed 
line) and when peakedness effects are also included (solid 
line). Simulation results using Wu's model [9] for a,2 and 
oy2 are not significantly different from those using Cox and 
Munk's [8] relationships. 

Two foam coverage models were analyzed in this study: a 
uniform cover, polarization insensitive model [7], and a 
dynamic foam model [3] with different vertical and 
horizontal foam emissivities [ 101. Wilheit [7] suggested an 
isotropic reflectivity reduction by a factor 
F = 0.006 (1 - exp(- &+,,,/7.5)) (y,,,, - 7) for wind speeds 
larger than w=7 d s .  Differences between both models are 
not found to be significant, as shown in Fig. 2 for ATY( e#) at 
53" incidence angle and wind speed 12.2 m/s. 

Other sources of uncertainty are atmospheric stability 
AT = T,,,,, - Tat, , water temperature (water viscosity 
changes with Twaler), wind duration, fetch, and water salinity. 
Since there is no clear evidence indicating which model is 
better, in the following simulations Wilheit's simple model is 
used. Two main effects produced by the atmosphere have 
been reported in the literature: atmospheric stability and 
attenuation. The first one affects the wind speed height 
profile, and, for a given wind speed at a reference height, it 
changes the mean wind speed at the surface and in tum, the 
scattering coefficients [ 1 11. O n  the other hand, atmospheric 
attenuation produces an effective depolarization of the 
radiation reaching the radiometer, and hence, a decrease in 
the amplitude of the harmonics of Th, T, and U. 
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Figure 1. Simulated ATY( &6) including up-windcross-wind 
asymmetry (dotted line), and skewness effects (dashed line) and 
peakedness effects (solid line). Other parameters: 5 3 O  incidence 

angle, wind speed=7.9 d s ,  SST=12"C, SSS=33 psu 

P v l r r "  angle + [des] 

Figure 2. Sea foam effects: Wilheit's model (solid line) and 
Kunkee-Gasiewski dynamic model (dotted line) 

A third effect that, to the authors' knowledge, has received 
little attention in the literature, is the induced polarization and 
azimuthal dependence that the total downwelling temperature 
(atmosphere + galactic + cosmic noise) acquires when it is 
scattered from the ocean surface an'd then is measured by the 
radiometer. Simulation results show that atmospheric effects 
can be significant at low wind speeds, i.e. when the surface 
reflectivity increases, and at certa.in observation angles at 
which the azimuthal signature of thae emitted Stokes vector is 
minimum, around 45" for horizontal polarization. 

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Simulation results were compared with JPL's reported 
WINDRAD measurements obtained in circular flights at a 
constant observation angle [ 121. 'To make the comparison 
more precise, because of the lack of information on the 
atmospheric conditions and the necessary corrections, we first 
compared azimuthally averaged values of WINDRAD 
measurements with the apparent brightness temperature 
computed using the present model, which includes: ocean 
surface emission, scattered downwelling atmospheric 
temperature, upwelling atmospheric temperature and 
atmospheric attenuation for a horizontally stratified clear 
atmosphere (US standard atmosphere). Since it appears that 
the data were not compensated for atmospheric effects nor for 
their azimuthal dependence, OUI numerical simulations 
include this contribution, as well as the atmospheric 
attenuation up to 10 Km flight height, that obviously depends 
on frequency and observation angle. 

Figure 3 shows the azimuthal dependence of AT,, at 37 CiHz, 
45" incidence angle and a wind speed of 9 d s  when the 
downwelling atmospheric emission scattered over the ocean 
is included (solid line) or not (dotted line), showing a much 
better agreement with reported experimental data. 

Figure 4 shows the azimuthal dependence of T,, Th and U 
with respect to the up-wind direction ($=O0), at observation 
angles B= 55", for frequencies of 37 GHz and 19 GHz, arid at 
a wind speed of 9 m/s, for which foam effects have already 
appeared. The plots show that at 6 = 55" and even at 65", the 
azimuthal dependence is quite accurately predicted. It is 
dominated by the first harmonic in T,, and by the second 
harmonic in Th. The agreement of U is excellent ai: all 
observation angles and at both frequencies. 
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Figure 3. Atmospheric contribution to the azimuthal dependence of 
ATh at 37 GHz at 8= 45” and w = 9 m/s. Dotted line: ocean 

emission attenuated by the atmosphere. Solid line: ocean emission 
and downwelling atmospheric temperature scattered over the ocean 

surface, attenuated by the atmosphere up to 10 km height. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of PL’s  WINRAD measurements with 

numerical simulations. Data: 0 19 GHz, 0 3 7 GHz. Simulations: 
solid line - 19 GHz, dotted line - 37 GHz. Observation angles: 55” 
(a,b,c)and65”(d,eJ).T,(a,d),Th(b,e),andU(cj).SST= 12”C, 

SSS = 33 psu, wind speed=9 m/s and the US std. clear atmosphere. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the results of an analytical model of the 
wind direction signature in the first three elements of the 
Stokes vector (Th, T, and U) of ocean surface emission. The 
model includes the complete Cox and Munk probability 
density hnction (pdf) of ocean surface slopes. The 
asymmetry of up-windcross-wind rms slopes is responsible 
for the second azimuth harmonic of the Stokes vector, while 

the first harmonic is dominated by skewness terms. 
Peakedness terms have a minor impact. The main advantages 
of this approach are its simplicity and its independence of the 
choice of any particular tuning parameter. This model is only 
valid up to a certain wind speed, for a given frequency and 
observation angle, e.g. for wind speeds up to 17 m l s  at 37 
GHz at 53” incidence angle. The importance of the 
polarization induced in the downwelling atmospheric 
brightness temperature by its scattering from the ocean 
surface proves to be non-negligible, especially for Th and U 
at low wind speeds andor incidence angles near 45”. The 
simulation results compare favorably with both JPL’s 
WINDRAD measurements and Wentz’s SSWI geophysical 
function, both in the shape and amplitude of the azimuth 
variations of Th, T, and U, and in their mean value. 
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